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Densities and refractive indices of the 1-hexanol + n-pentadecane binary system have been measured at
T = (293.15, 298.15, 303.15, 313.15, and 323.15 K) and atmospheric pressure, over the whole composition
range. Different theoretical (n-ρ) mixing rules were tested for the system studied. The excess molar volumes
(VE), the molar refraction (R), and the corresponding deviations of the 1-hexanol + n-pentadecane system
have been calculated. The deviations of the respective excess properties have been also evaluated and
correlated with the consistent 3-parameters Redlich-Kister equation with good results.
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Recently, the thermodynamics of alcohol + alkane
mixtures have been investigated extensively, due to their
application as additives for biofuels, in modified rectification
processes for binar y azeotropes, to estimate the
composition of the animal complex diet, different chemical
processes such as separation units for recovering industrial
solvents, food engineering, or pharmacological applications
[1-6]. 1-Alkanol + n-alkane binary mixtures are also used
as model systems for studying interrelations between
various physicochemical properties and intermolecular
interactions in solutions of nonelectrolytes [7]. Density (ρ),
surface tension (σ), viscosity (η) and refractive index (nD)
are the physicochemical properties which provide
important information, useful for different problems in
chemical engineering in order to develop industrial
processes, as well as for database applications and model
formulations.
In this work, our attention is focused on the
measurement of the density and refractive index data for
pure 1-hexanol and n-pentadecane, as well as for the binary
systems constituted by the aforementioned components
in the whole mole fraction range at temperatures between
(293.15 and 323.15) K and atmospheric pressure. A
literature study was made [8, 9] and it reveals that there
are no such data on this system, the components of which
have wide applicability in chemical analyses and industry.
From these experimental results, excess molar volumes
(VE), excess molar refractions (RE), and refractive index
(ΔnD) deviations from ideal behaviour were calculated. The
excess and deviation properties were fitted to a Redlich–
Kister-type [10] equation using least-squares to obtain their
dependencies on compositions and temperature.
Prediction of refractive indices of binary liquid mixtures
is essential for the determination of composition of binary
liquid mixtures. Therefore, different refractive index mixing
rules (Arago-Biot, Gladstone-Dale, Edwards, Eykman,
Eyring and John, Heller, Lorenz-Lorentz, Newton, Oster, and
Weiner [11-14]) were studied for the binary system
investigated. The relative reliability of each of these rules
has been assessed by comparing with experimental data.

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this paper is the
first to report refractive index and density data for the
aforementioned mixture.
Experimental part
Materials equipment and methods
Both 1-hexanol (mass fraction purity > 0.99) and npentadecane (mass fraction purity >0.99) were SigmaAldrich products. The chemicals were used without further
purification.
All 1-hexanol + n-pentadecane binary mixtures were
prepared, just before use, in airtight glass bottles by
weighing the components on a precision balance (A&D
Instruments Ltd., type HM-200, Tokyo, Japan) with an
accuracy of ± 0.0001 g.
The densities of pure substances, as well as those of
the binary mixtures were measured at (293.15, 298.15,
303.15, 313.15, and 323.15) K, over the entire range of
compositions, using a two stem pycnometer made of
Borosil glass with a bulb capacity 25 cm3. One of the stems
has graduated marks and a well fitted glass cap, the other
one has a thermometer. The marks on the stem were
calibrated using double distilled water. The pycnometer
containing test solution was kept for about 1 h in an
electronically controlled thermostatic water bath (LAUDA,
Model E100, Germany) having precision of ± 0.1 K, in order
to minimize the thermal fluctuations.
Refractive indices were measured with an automatic
digital refractometer (ATAGO, Model RX 9000α) with builtin thermo-module, after calibrating it with double distilled
water at known temperature. The instrument operates in
the temperature range of (273.15 to 343.15) K. The
measurement uncertainty of the refractometer is ±
0.00004 for refractive index. The refractometer required
only 0.1 cm3 of the sample. A procedure called ‘‘zero setting”
was always performed before the actual measurements
of the sample’s refractive index, to ensure that the
refractometer is working properly. Double distilled and
deionized liquid water was used in performing the ‘‘zero
setting” procedure. The measurements were done in 5
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replicate runs. The estimated error in the mole fractions is
± 0.0001 and the errors in the measurement of ρ and nD
were found to be ± 0.0001 g·cm -3 and ±0.00004,
respectively.

(2)

(3)

Results and discussions
Densities and refractive indexes for the 1-hexanol (1) +
n-pentadecane (2) mixture were measured in this paper
at 293.15, 298.15, 303.15, 313.15 and 323.15 K and the
data are presented in table 1 and plotted in figure 1.

(4)

where R, ρ, nD are the molar refractivity, density, and the
refractive index of the mixture, Ri, ρ i, and nD,i are the
properties of pure substances, Xi are the mole fractions
and Mi are the molar masses of the pure components. The
calculated excess properties for the 1-hexanol + npentadecane binary mixtures are shown in table 2.
The values of the excess molar volumes, excess molar
refractions, and the changes of refractive indexes on mixing
were fitted by the Redlich–Kister [10] polynomial equation
for the 1-hexanol + n-pentadecane binary mixture,
according to the following form:
(5)

Fig. 1. Refractive index as function of composition and density at
different temperatures for the 1-hexanol + n-pentadecane system

where X1 is the mole fraction of the pure component 1 and
Ai are the polynomial coefficients evaluated by fitting the
equation to the experimental result with a least squares
regression method. The standard deviations, σ, were
calculated using the expression:

The molar refraction (R) is defined based on the
refractive index (nD) and molar volume (V) of the mixture
as:
(1)

From the measured densities and refractive indices, the
excess properties were computed applying the equations
(2)-(4):

(6)

where n is the number of measurements and p is the
number of coefficients. The values of coefficients, Ai and
the standard deviations, σ are presented in table 3. The nDE
are positive for all temperatures, while RE and VE have both
positive and negative values.

Table 1
DENSITIES AND REFRACTIVE INDICES FOR THE
1-HEXANOL + n-PENTADECANE SYSTEM AT
DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES AND
COMPOSITIONS
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Table 2
EXCESS MOLAR REFRACTION, RE, EXCESS MOLAR VOLUMES, VE, AND DEVIATIONS OF REFRACTIVE
INDICES, nDE, OF THE 1-HEXANOL + n-PENTADECANE SYSTEM AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES

Table 3
PARAMETERS, Ai, AND STANDARD DEVIATION, σ, OF EXCESS FUNCTIONS FOR 1-HEXANOL
+n-PENTADECANE BINARY SYSTEM AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES

For the excess molar refractions, the deviations from ideality are negative in the n-pentadecane rich-region and positive
in the 1-hexanol rich-region, while for the excess molar volumes this behavior changes with increasing temperature. In
the n-alkanes mixtures, the strong effect of 1-hexanol molecules on the partial excess magnitude could be observed
[4,15].
The refractive indices were also compared with the predicted results from the mixing rules proposed by Arago–Biot (AB), Gladstone–Dale (G-D), Eykman (E), Edwards (ED), Eyring and John (E-J), Heller (H), Lorentz–Lorenz (L-L), Newton
(N), Oster (O), and Weiner (W) [11-14]:
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Table 4
AVERAGE DEVIATIONS IN THE REFRACTIVE INDICES
FROM nD-ρ MIXING RULES FOR THE 1-HEXANOL (1) +
nN-PENTADECANE (2) BINARY SYSTEM AT DIFFERENT
TEMPERATURES

(7)
(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

Conclusions
For the first time, the refractive indices and densities of
the 1-hexanol + n-pentadecane binary mixture were
measured at (293.15, 298.15, 303.15, 313.15, and 323.15)
K and atmospheric pressure, over the entire range of
compositions. From the experimental refractive indices and
densities, the excess molar refraction, excess molar
volumes, and the change of refractive indices were
calculated. The excess molar refraction, excess molar
volumes, and the change of refractive indices were
satisfactorily correlated with the composition data by
means of the Redlich-Kister polynomial. Ten mixing rules
equations were used for the quantitative determination of
the refractive indices of the 1-hexanol (1) + npentadecane (2) mixture.
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those estimated for refractive indices are shown in table 4
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As can be seen in table 4, the refractive index predicted
by Edwards has shown excellent agreement with the
experimental values at all temperatures, followed by
Lorentz-Lorenz and Heller relations. The other mixing rules
show a good agreement with the experimental values,
except for the Weiner relation where deviations from
theoretical values are bigger.
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